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In the thick of parenting
It recently occurred to me that my husband
and I have reached an interesting midpoint in
parenting.
We’ve been parents for 13 years. We have 13
years until our youngest child leaves for college.
We’re halfway to an empty nest. We’re in the
thick of parenting.
Our busyness today is different from our busyness when the kids were little. While we’ve certainly hit a sweet spot (with our daughters ages
13, 10, 9 and 5, we can enjoy them without being
physically exhausted and sleep-deprived), we’ve
also entered a new stage with moving parts than
I expected.
These days, parenting is a game of mental
gymnastics. We have 4 kids with 4 distinct
personalities and 4 sets of needs. They go in 4
different directions and make 4,000 requests a
day for our time, energy, and money. We love
them to pieces, but we’ve gotten good at saying,
“No.” We have to, because they function better
with parameters. They’re more respectful and
pleasant when we aren’t too lax and inadvertently letting them boss us around.
I wonder sometimes what stage of parenting
I’ll miss most when our nest is empty. I’ve seen
grandparents get teary-eyed and choked up as
they say, “I’d give anything to have one day,
just one day, where my kids are all back home.”
When I look back twenty years from now, what
stage will I miss most? At what moment in time
would I freeze my kids and life as we know it?
Part of me thinks this stage could the

frontrunner. Despite the demands, the endless
carpools, the emotional sagas, and the short-circuiting in my brain, I really like where we are.
I like how personalities are kicking in and passions are taking root. I like how the eight-year
gap between my oldest and youngest reveals the
fleetingness of each season, and I’m reminded to
enjoy my kids exactly where they are, because
their lives and their tastes evolve quickly.
While my baby just started kindergarten, my
oldest just started middle school.
While my baby likes to curl her hair, my oldest
likes to straighten her hair.
While my baby is learning to read, my oldest
is learning algebra.
While my baby just lost her first tooth, my
oldest just lost her last tooth.
While my baby loves Disney and bouncy
houses, my oldest loves The Hunger Games and
trampolines.
Our kids are past dirty diapers and tantrums
on the grocery floor, yet years away from driving
and college. They’re self-sufficient, yet they still
need and want us. And while I don’t like the idea
of anyone leaving home, I do like watching my
girls grow up. I love seeing who they’re becoming
and noticing God’s work in them as they test their
wings, overcome challenges, use their gifts, learn
from mistakes, and try to make the world better.
Still, some days are hard. Some days I feel
overwhelmed, unequipped, and unable to appreciate the joys and miracles in front of me. While
parenting small kids, I found plenty of great

books and blogs to help guide me, but I struggle
to find resources that speak to me in raising teenagers. The answers get less cut and dry as kids
grow up because small children = small problems and big children = big problems.
My favorite advice comes from parents
ahead of me whom I respect and admire. I piece
together their stories and wisdom to prepare
my heart and mind for what’s to come. I’m
learning to be a better listener and to empathize
with what my children face. I’m practicing the
poker face I’m told I need to have when the kids
share unsettling stories, and I want them to keep
talking. I’m understanding the importance of
asking good questions, knowing their friends,
and taking advantage of car rides as uninterrupted time to talk.
I’m also learning to embrace humility. What
gets clear in the thick of parenting is how even
the “good kids” make mistakes sometimes.
Every child is just one poor choice away from
making their parents look like failures. And if my
instinctive reaction to my children’s mistakes is,
“What will people think?”, then I’ve got a problem. I’m parenting with pride instead of humility,
worrying more about appearances than the longterm well-being of my kids.
All this to say, parenting gets more complex
with time. There are more balls to juggle and
more action-packed days that make the years
fly by. With this action, however, comes an
excitement and a sense that really important
and life-changing things are happening. This is

where the rubber hits the road. This where you
hang on for dear life as you help your child navigate foreign terrain and pray those seeds you’ve
been planting since birth will ultimately produce
good fruit.
Parents ahead of me often say, “These are the
years you’re going to miss. This is what it’s all
about,” and I believe them. While I won’t miss
the laundry piles that stack up to Mount Rushmore, or the constant clutter of dishes in the sink,
I can imagine looking back with laughter and
wistful smiles as Harry and I remember, above
all the headaches and low points, how much fun
we had giving our daughters a childhood that
shaped us as much as them.
In the thick of parenting is a special place to
be. There’s a lot to reflect upon, yet little time to
reflect. And if we treat these days are a GIFT, a
temporary season full of opportunities to engage
with our children and point them in a meaningful
direction, we can soak them up instead of wish
them away, knowing that even on the hard days,
we still have it really good, because our family
is together, and the memories being made are the
kind that last a lifetime.
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